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New York Times bestselling author Sandra Hill continues her sexy Deadly Angels series, as a

Viking vangelâ€™s otherworldly mission pairs him with a beautiful chef who whets his

thousand-year-old appetite . . .Once guilty of the deadly sin of gluttony, thousand-year-old Viking

vampire angel Cnut Sigurdsson is now a lean, mean, vampire-devil fighting machine. His new

side-job? No biggie: just ridding the world of a threat called ISIS while keeping the evil Lucipires

(demon vampires) at bay. So when chef Andrea Stewart hires him to rescue her sister from a cult

recruiting terrorists at a Montana dude ranch, vangel turns cowboy. Yeehaw!The too-tempting

mortal insists on accompanying him, surprising Cnut with her bravery at every turn. But with

terrorists stalking the ranch in demonoid form, Cnut teletransports Andrea and himself out of

dangerâ€”accidentally into the tenth-century Norselands. Suddenly, they have to find their way back

to the future to save her family and the world . . . and to satisfy their insatiable attraction.
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Sandra Hill is a graduate of Penn State and worked for more than ten years as a features writer and

education editor for publications in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Writing about serious issues

taught her the merits of seeking the lighter side of even the darkest stories.

Well here we are, all of the 7 Deadly Sins (and 7 brothers) taken care of so is this the end of the

series .... of course not, there are some serious threads hanging that require 1 more book at a



minimum and no I won't tell you since that will be a spoiler (which means some doofus will spoil

it)While I really have enjoyed this series including this book, I was put off a bit by Cnut being

portrayed as a pretty smart guy in the other books and seemed like she made him a bit more stupid

in this book about him. He and Andrea made a great couple, plus the locations and the plot was

much different than the other books. All these things work together to make this a very entertaining

novel for this series.Bottom Line: The romance was kind of weak but enjoyable, the plot changed

after the first couple of chapters and took off on a different line than the other books, to be honest

the "bad guys" played a much smaller part than other books. So 4 Stars and can't wait to get the

next one (not a cliffhanger but very close in some ways) and hats off to Sandra Hill for being able to

take such a ridiculous premise as Viking Vampire Angels and make them addicting and entertaining

reading.

Although there is much of the similar explanations, back stories and descriptions used this story was

unique and endearing. I feel as though this one was the best in addressing the deadly sin and the

struggle to overcome it. The time travel element was delightful and well used. I also enjoyed how

well the relationships of all the characters developed, nothing seemed forced or wildly unbelievable.

This last book could have been longer to give us more opportunity to enjoy the sweet redemption.

As always, Sandra Hill writes another winner. A Viking vampire angel and his soul mate. Sexy,

funny, and endearing. Also a little education about Viking lives. Highly recommend.

There has been little I haven't enjoyed about Sandra Hill's writing! Her books lead me to wander

from my day and relax, laugh, and enjoy my "alone time". This book has been another one of her

great escapes. I highly recommend the entire series! The characters seem alive (even though they

are Viking Vampires!) and the reader invests in narrative. So if you are looking for a way to escape

the demands of the day and enjoy a good laugh, this is the book and the series for you!

Love Sandra's books. Whenever I need a laugh with fun characters and a good story, Sandra Hill

Land is a great place to go. Even though this series was about 7 brothers, they were all different, so

even if you read them one after the other, it is not like reading the same book with different settings,

which often happens with series.

New I would not be disappointed and I was not . New it would be an outstanding read and it was .



Can't wait for the next book in this or any of Sandras series.

Oh we the reader's knew the end was near and knowing there were only seven brothers. However,

if Sandra can become creative and bring the brothers back and keep the humorous storytelling, I

am all for it. Driving the Devine Mike up the wall is always a good storyline. Love the road your

Deadly Angles series has taken me, a follower from the beginning. Sandra Hill has been a worthy

read not only this series but, others.

Have loved every one of the Deadly Angels books ,such wonderful men and women in these books

, Sandra can make you feel as if they are your family and you have all emotional feelings that you

would have for your own family. Looking forward to reading all about how Zeb is saved bad

becomes a bangle, it's going to be another great one. I just all of Sandra's Vikings books all are a

big 10 with me.
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